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1 
The theory of finite harmonic interpolation was developed by the authors 
in [7]. Basically the idea is to express the value of a function u which is 
harmonic in the unit disk U as a finite weighted mean 
u(z)=’ -6 1 - ILIZ 
N kc, lb-LIZ 
4Ck) (1) 
for z E U, and <,, I& ,..., [, points symmetrically arrayed on jzl = 1. For u 
continuous on a, the problem is readily solved, and we refer the reader to 
[ 71 for the full details of the theory. Note that for z = 0, (1) takes the form 
In the present work, we pursue some new lines of development. Firstly, re- 
phrasing condition (1’) as a fomf mean value property, it then becomes a 
necessary and sufficient condition for u to be harmonic. 
We next consider a geometric mean value property analogous to (1), and 
prove that a continuous function satisfying a local geometric mean value 
property is a certain type of strongly subharmonic function, and conversely. 
This leads to the consideration of analytic functions, and in our final 
result we establish a variant of a Riesz-Luzin-Privalov type theorem, 
whereby if a bounded analytic functionf(z) tends to zero along a countable 
collection of sequences of interpolation points which tend to )z) = 1, then f 
must be identically zero in Iz 1 < 1. 
2 
The converse to the mean value theorem for harmonic functions can be 
traced back to Koebe (see Kellogg [5, especially pp. 227. 2281). A discrete 
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condition for a continuous function u to a harmonic was later given by 
Walsh [8], namely, the polygonal mean value property, although this 
property was not a necessary condition. Analogous considerations are to be 
found in Beckenbach and Reade [2], for 3-space. 
Our mean value property is based on the following notion. 
DEFINITION. A collection of points <, , &,..., [,,, is equidistributed on 
C,: ]z - z0 1 = I, if ck = z0 + reiBt satisfies 
2(k - 1)~ 2kn 
N ~ 8 < k\-9 N k = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
This definition allows the possibility that ck = ck+, for various k. Situations 
in which equidistributed sequences arise are discussed in the remarks. 
Note that a symmetrically arrayed (i.e., equally spaced) sequence on C, is 
equidistributed. Moreover, finite harmonic interpolation theory shows that 
for a harmonic function u on a domain Q, at each z0 E 0 and on each 
sufficiently small circle C,: ]z - zO] = r, there is for each positive integer N a 
symmetrically arrayed (and therefore equidistributed) sequence [, , & ,..., &,, 
on C, such that 
u(z,,) =+ $ u([k). 
k-l 
As it turns out, the converse is also valid. We define C(Q) to be the 
continuous functions on SJ and require each circle C, to be contained in I2, 
then: 
THEOREM 1. Let u E C(Q) and suppose that for each z0 E 0 and on 
each suflciently small circle C,: Iz - z0 I = r, given E > 0 there exists for each 
sufficiently large N an equidistributed sequence [, , & ,..., civ such that 
u(zO) -; $ u(ck) < E. 
k-l 
Then u is harmonic in R. 
Proof: On any circle C, c a, for [ = z0 + reie, it follows from the 





u(c) dB= + $m k$ u(ck) [g] 
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for & = z0 + reiex. k = 1, 2,..., N, an equidistributed sequence on C,. By the 
hypotheses lim,,,( l/N) Cf= i u(&,) = u(z,,) and ZJ satisfies the Gauss mean 
value property on sufficiently small circles, and hence is harmonic in 0. 
Clearly in the theorem it is sufficient to take an increasing sequence of 
positive integers N. 
The following example (see Walsh [8]) shows that such a theorem is not 
valid without the assumption of continuity. 
EXAMPLE. Define K by 
U(Z) = 1 if Rez > 0 
=o if Rez=O 
=- 1 if Re I < 0. 
On all sufficiently small circles C,: Iz - zOI = r, and for all etlen N (these 
would suffice) we can find an equidistributed sequence c,, cz..,., i,% such that 
but u is not harmonic. 
In a similar vein one readily establishes: 
PROPOSITION 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous 
function u to be subharmonic (superharmonic) in a domain S2 is that for each 
zO E Q and on each sufficiently small circle C,: Iz - zO/ = r c R, for each 
positive integer N there exists an equidistributed sequence [, . (I2 ,.... (, such 
that 
3 
We now investigate what happens if one considers the geometric mean 
instead of the arithmetic mean for a continuous function U. Thus we define 
with respect to U, a geometric interpolation angle (GIA) v/I as an angle 
satisfying 0 < vi < 2rt/N and such that for z E U, 
(2) 
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where W, = 1 - ]z]‘/]& - z ’ is the Poisson kernel, and the N symmetrically ] 
arrayed points & = ei(clrZ+2kdN),k = 0, 1 ,..., N - 1 are called geometric inter- 
polation points. 
The preceding notions can likewise be defined for each disk U, : 1 z 1 < R, 
0 < R < 1, z E U, analogously as in [7]. 
It will be a consequence of Theorem 2 that the only harmonic functions 
satisfying a local geometric mean value property are the constant harmonic 
functions. However, the geometric mean value property will hold for a large 
class of subharmonic functions. 
Beckenbach and Radb [l] defined the class PL on a domain R as those 
continuous functions u > 0 on 0 such that log u is subharmonic where u > 0. 
This notion later came to be generalized by Girding and Hormander [3] 
with the class of strongly subharmonic functions. 
We define a subclass of these: 
DEFINITION. A real-valued function u is strongly subharmonic of type 
L (SSL) on a domain 0, if u > 0, u E C(0), and log u E H(R), the class of 
functions which are harmonic on 0. 
By Jensen’s inequality it is clear that such functions are subharmonic in 
a. Iff is zero-free and analytic in a, then ]flP, p > 0, is SSL, and for any 
u E H(0), u > 0, then e” is SSL. It is easily seen that the only harmonic SSL 
functions are constant. Moreover, if u is SSL, it has no maximum or 
minimum in a. 
THEOREM 2. If u is strongly subharmonic of type L in U, then on each 
Iz I = r < 1, and for each positive integer N, there exists a GIA w = W(r, N) 
such that 
N-l 
u(O) = n u(reifu + 2kn/N) 
k=O 
Conversely, let u E C(n), u > 0, on 0, for an arbitrary domain 0, and 
suppose that for each z. E L? and on each suflciently small circle 
C,: Iz - zo( = r, given E > 0 there exists for each suficiently large N an 
equidistributed sequence [, , c2 ,,.., cN such that 
Then u is strongly subharmonic of type L in R. 
Proof: On each ]z ] = r, 0 < r < 1, there exists a harmonic interpolation 
angle w = v(r, N) such that 
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since log u E H(U) (cf. Theorem 1 of [7]). Then 
log u(rei(o + 2kniN)) 
( 
N-l I.‘5 
= n u(re”o+2k”N’ 
k=O 4 . 
Conversely, for z. E 52, on a sufficiently small circle C,: ]z - zO] = r. the 
hypotheses imply 
I = ;z ( fi, Il(i,,) UN 
for some equidistributed sequence [,, &, . . . . & on C,. Thus 
log u(zo) = log ()-$ ( fi, u(~k~) I’“) 
= ;-$ (log (0, u(ik))“hj 
= r?‘-“, (+ ki, log ucik)) 
log u(C) de, 
(=z,+re i6, i.e., log u is harmonic in C,, hence in R. 
The class PL can now be given the following characterization. 
COROLLARY 1. A continuous function u > 0 belongs to the class PL on a 
domain a, if and only iffor each z. E Q and on all suflciently small circles 
C, : (Z - zoI = r, for each positive integer N there exists an equidistributed 
sequence [, , (I2 ,..., CN such that 
‘(‘0) < ( kfi, u(ik))“.‘- 
The proof is a straightforward modification of that for the theorem with 
the application of Proposition 1. 
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COROLLARY 2. If f is analytic in U and f # 0 in U, then for each positive 





COROLLARY 3. Let f be meromorphic in U and analytic with no zeros on 
Iz) = R < 1, and with zeros at a,, a, ,..., a,, and poles at b, , 6, ,..., b,, in 
IzI <R. For each w=re”, 0 c r c R < 1, there exists for each positive 
integer N a GIA w = IJI(W, R, N) such that 
The proof follows from the Poisson-Jensen formula (see Hayman 
[4, p. 1 I), where W, denotes the Poisson kernel for the circle Iz I = R. The 
term “GIA” here is a slight abuse de langage which we shall nevertheless 
use, as well as calling the associated points, geometric interpolation points 
(GIP’s). 
As a GIA for an SSL function u is an HIA for log u, a geometric inter- 
polation theory for SSL functions parallels the harmonic interpolation theory 
developed in [7]. In particular, one derives the fact that the geometric inter- 
polation points in U for each fixed N form curves. 
4 
A classical theorem of F. and M. Riesz states that if a bounded analytic 
function f in the unit disk has radial limits lim,,, f (re’“) = f(e’“) = 0 on a set 
of positive measure of ]z I= 1, then f - 0. This result has been extended to 
various classes of functions, to non-radial approaches to the boundary, to 
various “thick” sets on ]z ] = 1, and even to domains such as Riemann 
surfaces. The reader is referred to the monograph of Noshiro [6] for a 
comprehensive discussion of these results. 
In what follows, we prove a variant of the Riesz theorem as an application 
of the preceding theory. 
For an analytic function f on U, we know that for each positive integer N, 
there exists, with respect to w E U, N symmetrically arrayed geometric inter- 
polation points c,(w), c2(w),..., cN( ) w on each circle ]z( = R < 1, IwI <R, on 
which f(z) # 0. These are the GIP’s of If ] by Corollary 3. Thus on each 
circle ]z I = R, < 1 on which f (z) # 0, we may take any one of the N GIP’s 
thereby forming a geometric interpolation sequence (CR,(w)} such that 
li,Jw)I+ 1 as R, T 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Letf be a bounded analytic function on U. Suppose that for 
some fixed positive integer N, there exist geometric interpolation sequences 
lI;R,(w)/ such thatf(C,,jw>> -+ 0 as R, T 1, for ail )I’ belonging to a sequence 
which accumulates in Cr. Then f = 0 in U. 
Proof For f f 0, we enumerate the zeros {a,, } of f such that 
la,l~la,+, 1. For a fixed w of the hypothesis, we assume that 1%’ is not a zero 
of f, and we consider the sequence (R,} such that / II’~ < R, < 1 and 
f(cR,(H’)) -+ 0 as R, T 1. There is then a finite set of zeros a,, a, ,.... amcR,,, in
/z 1 < R,, and as f is zero-free on /z/ = R,, we have by Corollary 3 
w,,ere [;,( ,,,) = R, eifdRn) + his). k = 1, 2 ,..., N, are the GIP’s of /f / on R,. 
with respect to w E CT. 
Now the geometric interpolation sequences of the hypothesis are points 
{[key’}, where each 6:’ (w) is one of the N possible GIP’s on /zI = R,,. 
with respect to W. Noting that each term 1 R(w - a,)/R’ - a, M’/ < 1. we may 
write 
Since f is bounded in 0: and the kernels W,(R”) are uniformly bounded, 
from above and positively from below, as R T 1, the conditionf(~~~‘(u~)) -+ 0 
as R, T 1 implies f(w) = 0. The result is then established by the identity 
theorem. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the set of GIP’s (with respect to a 
fixed N and w E U) for an SSL function u forms (geometric interpolation) 
curves, which are the harmonic interpolation curves of log u. In particular we 
have: 
COROLLARY 4. Let f be a bounded analytic function in 0: f # 0 in U. 
Then f(z) + 0 along any geometric interpolation curve as (z j -+ 1. 
Remarks. Equidistributed points arise by dividing the boundary of the 
unit disk into N equal segments and applying the mean value theorem for 
integrals to the integral over each segment. This is of particular interest when 
the results are further generalised to 3-space, where equally spaced points 
can only occur at the vertices of the regular polyhedra of 4,6,8, 12, and 20 
vertices. However, the concept of equidistributed generalises for all N. 
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